The problem of cyclic sequence alignment is considered. Most existing optimal methods for comparing cyclic sequences are very time consuming. For applications where these alignments are intensively used, optimal methods are seldom a feasible choice. The alternative to an exact and costly solution is to use a close-to-optimal but cheaper approach. In previous works, we have presented three suboptimal techniques inspired on the quadratic-time suboptimal algorithm proposed by Bunke and Bühler. Do these approximate approaches come sufficiently close to the optimal solution, with a considerable reduction in computing time? Is it thus worthwhile investigating these approximate methods? This paper shows that approximate techniques are good alternatives to optimal methods.
Introduction
It is often necessary to compare two or more sequences, and measure the extent to which they differ. A basic approach is to analyze the total difference between two sequences, regarding a collection of individual elementary differences, usually, substitutions, deletions and insertions. They are known as edit operations, because they operate over a source sequence by actively changing (editing) it into a target sequence. Levenshtein 5 introduced a distance from one sequence x to another sequence y, δ(x, y), defined as the smallest number of edit operations to change x into y. One widely adopted generalization to the Levenshtein metric is to weigh the edit operations. It is defined as a minimum-weighted sequence of transforming x into y. The optimization procedure for computing (weighted) edit distances falls within the framework of dynamic programming. The general algorithm, that was reported in Ref. 10 , among many others, requires a computing time that is quadratic in the length of the sequences.
An interesting extension of the previous method considers a string x as a cyclic string. A cyclic string x is an equivalence class, denoted by [x] , defined by the following equivalent relation: x ≡ x ⇔ x = σ k (x), for some k ∈ N, where σ k (x) = x k+1 x k+2 · · · x |x| x 1 · · · x k . Given two cyclic strings [x] and [y], the cyclic distance δ C between them is defined as
In the same way, the edit distance between a linear string x and a cyclic string [y] can also be defined by
The following lemma 6 presents a more efficient way to compute the edit distance between cyclic strings by requiring a cubic time computation complexity. A Divide and Conquer approach was presented in Ref. 6 (MA) to efficiently compute the optimal cyclic alignment between two strings x and y, where |x| represents the length of x, reducing the computational complexity from cubic to O(|x||y| log |y|) in the worst case. Another algorithm for cyclic string matching was introduced in Ref. 4 (GT) . It has a theoretical cubic time complexity but, its practical execution time may be significantly lower. The MA carries out an exhaustive scanning of a Divide and Conquer binary partition of the solution space. A Branch and Bound strategy based on the Maes approach was proposed in Ref. 7 , to explore only those promising branches that may lead to the optimal solution. Two lower bound functions (MB1 and MB2) are introduced for the best possible solution which can be reached from a current state. Both versions keep the worst case complexity of the Maes approach, but they always compute the optimal solution faster than MA and GT.
On the other hand, by sacrificing the strict optimality of the solution, another way to efficiently deal with this problem arises. An O(|x||y|) suboptimal method was proposed in Ref. 2 (BBA). In Refs. 8 and 9 we proposed three new approximate approaches inspired on the BBA. These previous works showed that our suboptimal methods are much more accurate than BBA, closely approaching the optimal solution. But, how much faster are the approximate solutions obtained with respect to the computation of the exact solution? Is it worthwhile to use an estimation instead of the exact distance value? This article attempts to show that approximate techniques are good alternatives to optimal methods. The experiments were limited to the cyclic use of the Levenshtein metric, i.e. unit-weight insertions, deletions and substitutions.
The Approximate Computation of Cyclic Distance
The Bunke and Bühler Algorithm (BBA)
2 produces a lower-bound estimation of
8 This computation is performed by working on a dynamic programming matrix called edit graph, 10 with time and space complexities in O(|x||y|). It is defined by a quadratic set of nodes composed of (|x| + 1) rows and (2|y| + 1) columns and a set of arcs, where horizontal arcs correspond to insertions, diagonal arcs to substitution, and vertical ones to deletions. The BBA builds partial edit sequences between x and substrings of y 2 (the concatenation of y with itself) of uncontrolled lengths, and takes the minimum-weighted sequence as its approximate value δ B (x, y). The quality of BBA estimation strongly depends on the strings order, being notably worse when the shorter string is the first. This behavior is proportionally strengthened with the increase in the difference between string lengths.
A first extension to the original BBA (EBBA) was reported in Ref. 8 . The idea is to keep track, along with the δ B (x, y) computation, of the length of the longest substring y i of y 2 aligned with x, that reach each final node (|x|, i), 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 · |y|. Then, the subset of |y| − |y i | symbol positions not aligned with x can be easily identified and the corresponding symbols inserted at the end of the partial edit sequence. See Fig. 1(a) . In this way, EBBA builds complete edit sequences between x and rotations of y, giving as solution the minimum-weighted one, which is denoted by δ EB (x, y). This mechanism is also used to retain alignments between x and substrings of y 2 of sizes lower than |y|, by checking the length of each partial winner path prior to extending it. It is also computed in quadratic time, and it is an upper-bound estimation of the exact cyclic distance. . The target node (4, 8) is the one that must be reached by a complete alignment between x and the rotation of y, y 4 y 5 y 1 y 2 y 3 . Thus, the window forces the alignments which start at (0, 3), to finish closer than w = 1 node from the target.
that it minimizes the sum of squared relative errors of δ W , over a training set of string pairs. The δ W is also obtained in O(|x||y|), because δ B and δ EB can be simultaneously computed.
A third inexact technique (WinBBA) 9 introduced a bounding diagonal window for each starting node (0, i), 0 ≤ i ≤ |y|, on the edit graph associated to BBA. It is also determined by a window width w and the slope s = |x| |y| , where w is the number of nodes to each side of (0, i). Figure 1(b) illustrates this technique. The algorithm constrains an alignment to be inside of the window associated to its starting node. Therefore, its final node will be closer than w nodes from the node (|x|, i + |y|), which is the one reached by a full alignment between x and the corresponding rotation of y,ȳ = y i+1 y i+2 · · · y |y| y 1 · · · y i [see Fig. 1(b) ]. In this way, x is being transformed into a substring of y 2 very similar toȳ. This new estimation, denoted by δ W B (x, y), takes the same O(|x||y|) time complexity. A derived open problem is how to efficiently compute the optimal value for w for each pair of strings.
Examples in which these approximate algorithms produce different results can be easily found. Let x = babba and y = aba. The cyclic distance between them is 2, and the rest of the algorithms compute the following values: δ B (x, y) = 1, δ EB (x, y) = 2 and δ W B (x, y) = 2. Figure 2 shows the operation modes of these techniques on this example through their corresponding edit graphs.
Synthetic Data Experiments
Six pairs of training and test sets, each with 100 randomly drawn strings, were uniformly generated from an alphabet composed by six symbols. The individual lengths of strings among pairs of sets, were also randomly drawn in the ranges [9, 11] Fig. 3 in terms of the Mean Squared Relative Error (MSRE) on the test sets of string pairs, and the average time (on a Pentium III, 450 MHz) of estimating a cyclic distance, as functions of the average lengths of the strings for each set (10, 20, 40, 80, 160 and 320). Our approaches (EBBA, WeBBA, WinBBA) were all significantly more accurate than BBA. For long strings, the best one was WinBBA with a squared relative error more than 20 times lower than that of BBA. The optimal values for α were in all cases lower than 0.5 (0.26, 0.25, 0.29, 0.32, 0.35 and 0.36) assessing the fact that EBBA makes better estimations than BBA.
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The estimated values for w were 2, 3, 3, 5, 7 and 11, respectively. The computing times of inexact methods were very similar and much smaller than that needed by the best exact algorithm (MB1).
Real-World Data Results
This data set is composed 446 binary images, each one containing a silhouette from a chicken piece.
1 Each piece belongs to one of five categories: wing (117 samples), back (76), drumstick (96), thigh and back (61), and breast (96). All images were adequately clipped and scaled into 64 × 64 pixels images (see examples in Fig. 4) . A standard 4-direction chain-encoding procedure was applied, and the resulting chain-code contours were re-encoded into rotation-invariant representations, where new codes specify relative change of angles as a function of line length. 3 The average length of these sequences is about 225 codes. From these 446 chain-code strings, two (training and test) subsets of 100 samples were randomly picked. From each string subset, an associated set with all the 4950 different nonordered string pairs was built. The training set of string pairs was used to estimate the parameter values α = 0.265 and w = 10, as the ones for which a minimum MSRE was achieved. The approximation errors (MSRE) computed by the inexact techniques on the test set of string pairs, and the average time needed by all the algorithms to obtain a cyclic distance, are shown in Fig. 5(a) . The WeBBA reduced 90% of the BBA approximation error, and it required only 179% of the BBA time and 15% of the time needed by the faster exact algorithm (MB1).
A classification experiment on the complete data set was also carried out, using the following dissimilarities between cyclic patterns: Levenshtein (noncyclic) edit distance (LED), BBA, WeBBA, MB1, MB2 and MA. They were normalized by the sum of the lengths of the two cyclic patterns involved. Classification was based on the 1-NN rule and error rate was estimated through a "leaving one out" scheme using the 446 samples. Results are presented in Fig. 5(b) . The WeBBA was even Cyclic Sequence Alignments 297 more accurate as exact algorithms and, at the same time, it was almost as efficient as BBA.
Conclusions
In this contribution, the problem of cyclic sequence alignment was considered. An extensive comparison among the better known exact algorithms, and three suboptimal (but faster) methods proposed by the authors in previous works, has been carried out. Experiments on both synthetic and real data demonstrated the usefulness of our approaches regarding both, accuracy and computing time.
